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0. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to unify some recent results in adjoint semigroup theory 
concerning the interplay between the weak topology of a Banach space X and the 
a(X, x0)-topology induced by the adjoint of a C0 -semigroup on X. 
If T(t) is a C0-sPmigroup on a Banach space X then the semigroup T*(t) = (T(t))* 
on X* is called its adjoint. An adjoint semigroup is weak* -continuous and is weak*-
generated by A*, the adjoint of the generator A of T(t). T*(t) need not be strongly 
continuous and hence the definition 
X 8 = {x* EX*: lim llT*(t)x* - x*ll = O} 
tjO 
makes sense. It can be shown that _y0 = D(A*) and therefore x0 is a weak*-dense 
closed subspace of X*. It is easy to see that x0 is invariant under T*(t). Hence 
the restrictions of T*(t) to x0, denoted T0(t), define a C0 -semigroup on x0. The 
generator of T0(t), denoted A0, is the part of A* in x0. For details we refer to [2,4]. 
Repeating this construction starting from T0(t) one obtains successively X0*, 
T 8 *(t), x00, T00(t). The map j: X-+ x0• defined by 
{jx,x8 ) = (x8 ,x) 
is an embedding which maps X into x00. If j (X) = x00 then X is called 8-reflexive 
(with respect to T(t)). 
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x 0 induces a weak topology on x by taking as fundamental neighbourhoods of 
the origin the sets of the form 
V(x~, ... , x~; €; 0) := {x EX: \(x~, x)\ < €, i = 1, ... , n}, 
where x~, ... , x;p E x0 and c > 0. Since x0, being weak*-dense in X*, separates 
points of X this is a locally convex topology on X which will be called the O"(X,X0)-
topology. In general x0 is a proper subspace of X* in which case the O"(X, x0)-
topology is strictly weaker than the weak topology. However, the following is always 
true. Let R().., A)=(),,/ - A)-1 be the resolvent of the generator A of the semigroup 
T(t). 
Theorem 0.1 (Phillips-de Pagter [4,8]). The following are equivalmt: 
(1) X is 8-reflexive with respect to T(t); 
(2) R().., A) is O"(X,X0)-compact; 
(3) R().., A) is weakly compact. 
The equivalence (2){:}(3) has a simple consequence. Letting Bx denote the 
closed unit ball of the Banach space X, the identity map i : (R().., A)Bx, weak) -+ 
(R()..,A)Bx,o-(X,X0)) is continuous. If X is 8-reflexive then by Theorem 0.1 both 
spaces are compact (and Hausdorff) and therefore i is actually a homeomorphism. 
So if X is 8-reflexive then the relative weak- and a(X, X0)-topology on R().., A)Bx 
coincide, regardless whether x0 = X* or not. 
Motivated by this observation, in this paper we will study in detail the relationship 
between the weak- and the a(X, X 8 )-topology. 
Section 1 deals primarily with the question to characterise those weakly closed 
sets G that are o-(X, X0)-closed. We treat successively the cases G arbitrary, bounded, 
bounded and convex, and G = Bx. 
In section 2 we apply the results of section 1. A class of sets, containing all sets 
of the form R().., A)H with H bounded, is singled out on which the weak- and the 
a(X, X 8 )-topology always coincide, thereby generalising the equivalence of (2) and 
(3) in Theorem 0.1. No compactness assumption on H is needed whatsoever. As 
an application we show that an Eberlein-Shmulyan theorem holds for the a(X, X 8 )-
topology, and that the uniform limit of a sequence of a(X,X0)-compact operators is 
again a(X, X0)-compact. Finally a variant of Theorem 0.1 is proved which asserts 
that X is 8-reflexive with respect to a C0 -semigroup if and only if the integrated 
semigroup is weakly compact if and only if the integrated semigroup is o-(X, X0)-
compact. 
In section 3 we apply some of our results to the study of the so-called Favard class 




1. The u(X, x0)-closure of bounded sets 
In this section we will study in detail which sets are u(X,X0)-closed. From now 
on T(t) denotes some given C0 -semigroup with generator A on a Banach space X. 
The starting point of our investigations is the following simple 'u(X,X0) equals 
strong' result from [6]. 
Theorem 1.1. Every closed T(t)-invariant convex set G is u(X, X0)-closed. 
In fact, if x (/. G we may choose t so small that the vector x 1 = t J; T( T )x dr is 
still not in G, hence also not in G1 = t J; T(r)G dr which is a subset of G. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem Xt can be separated from Gt by some x* E X*. But then x 
and G can be separated by t J;T*(r)x* dr (the integral being in the weak*-sense), 
an element of D( A*). It follows that G is u( X, x0 )-closed. 
It is important to observe that for this proof to work we only need the following: 
for x (/. G there should beat> 0 small enough such that x 1 can be separated from Gt. 
For this we only need some control on the G 1 as t l 0. This was achieved in the above 
theorem by imposing on G the rather strong assumptions of invariance and convexity. 
Motivated by this, for a given set G we define G1 := {t J; T( r)g dr : g E G}. 
At this point we remark that most of our results can be restated in terms of G). := 
>..R(>.., A)G; one obtains the 'Laplace transforms' of the corresponding statements on 
G1. 
Theorem 1.2. .,....,..---weak If G = nt>O Uo~s:;t c. tben G is u(X,X8 )-closed. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that the inclusion 
Q"(X,X0) C n 
t>O 
---weak LJ G. 
O~s~t 
al h 1 . LJ weak X d G"(X,X0). ways 0 ds. Fix any x (/. nt>O O<s<t G. . We must show: .,_ 
· . - - weak 
By assumptmn there 1s a to > 0 such that x (/. LJo<s<to G. . Choose norm-1 
functionals x;, ... , x~ EX* and € > 0 such that the weakfy open set 
V = V(x;:, ... ,x:;€;x) = {y EX: l(x:,x -y)I < E, i = 1, ... ,n} 
which contains x is disjoint from Uo<s<t G8 • By the strong continuity of T(t) we 
may choose 0 < t 1 :::; t0 such that addltion°ally we have 
1 1t' 
€ II- T(r)xdr-xll<-2 . t1 0 
We claim that fr n G = 0, where 
V = V(2_ ['' T*(r)x;'. dr, ... ,2- (1' T*(r)x: dT;~;x). 
t1 Jo t1 Jo 2 
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Indeed, fix any g E G and choose i 0 E 1, .. ., n such that 
Such an i 0 exists since V n Gt, = 0. Then 
€ € 
>c--=-. 
- 2 2 
This shows V n G = 0 and the claim is proved. It is easy to see that f; Jd' T* ( T )xi dr E 
D(A*). Therefore fi is cr(X,X8 )-open, and we have V n Q 17(X,X0 ) = 0. Since x E V 
the theorem is proved. / / / / 
Let us have a look again at Theorem 1.1. If G is convex, closed and T(t)-invariant, 
then G1 C G for all t 2: 0, as is easily seen. Moreover, since convex closed sets are 
weakly dosed, it follows that 
In section 2 we will single out a class of sets which are in general not T(t)-invariant, 
but do satisfy the condition of Theorem 1.2. Indeed, the set R(>.., A)Bx ( cf. Theorem 
0 .1) belongs to this class. 
The content of Theorem 1.2 is that a sufficient condition for er( X, X0)-closedness 
is a kind of 'infinitesimal invariance' with respect to the weak topology. The following 
theorem asserts that bounded sets are in fact characterised by this property. 
Theorem 1.3. If G is a bounded set then 
7y<x,x0) = n ----weak: LJ G. 
t>O o::;.::;1 t>O o=:;s9 






Suppose x rt 71'(X,X0 ). Then there are x?' ... , x~ in x0 and f > 0 such that 
V(x?, ... ,x~; fjX) n G = 0. 
Since G is bounded there is a constant ]{ such that 1!911 ~ K for all g E G. Choose 
t0 > 0 such that for all i = 1, ... , n and 0 S s S to we have 
11· 
€ II- T*(r)x~ dr - x~ll < ?}'. 
s 0 
- \ 
Let g E G be arbitrary and fixed. Choose io E 1, ... , n such that l(x~, x - g) I > f. 
Then for 0 S s S t 
1r J(x~,x - :; lo T(r)g dr)J 
1 r :::: J(x~,x - g)J - J(x~,g-:; lo T(r)g dr)J 
:::: < - I(~ r T*(r)x~ dr - x~,g)I s Jo 
><--€-/{=:.. 
- 2!\ 2 
It follows that for all 0 S s Stowe have f.r n G.= 0, where V = V(x?, ... ,x~; ~; x). 
Since Vis a(X, X0)-open, it follows that 
----<7(X,X0) LJ G, = 0. 
O~s::;to 
Since x E V the proof is finished. /II/ 
Remark 1.4. If G is bounded then one has 
Q"(X,X0) = n 
t>O 
-----O'(X,X0) LJ T(s)G . 
O~s::;t 
The proof of this is similar to those of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. The content of this 
identity is that every bounded a( x, x0 )-closed set is 'infinitesimally invariant' with 
respect to T(t) in the a(X, X0)-topology. The corresponding formula for both the 
weak- and the norm topology fails: in Example 1.8 below we will construct a semigroup 
on Co for which the inclusion Bx c nl>O Uo::;s~t T( s )Bx is proper. 
For convex sets, TheorE'm 1.3 assumE's a particularly nice form. Let coG denote 
the dosed convex hull of a set G. 
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Theorem 1.5. If G is convex and bounded, then 
-weak 
Proof: For every set G we have G C coG. On the other hand for every 0 :S s :St 
we have 
G. c co LJ T(s)G. 
o::;s:::;t 
Together with Theorem 1.3 this proves the inclusion 
For the converse inclusion, suppose y E ni>o (coLJo::;s:::;t T(s)G). This means that 
there is a sequence of convex combinations 
N; 
Yi = L CX;nT(tin)9in 
n=l 
converging toy strongly, with 9in E G and maxn=l. .. N; t;n < i-1 . Put 
N; 
z; = L CXin9in· 
n=l 
Since G is convex we have z; E G for all i. Since G is bounded, there is a J{ < oo such 
that 11911 S J{ for all g E G. For fixed x 8 E x0 we have 
N; N; 
l(x8 ,y; - z;)I = l(x8 , L CX;nT(i;n)gin - L°'in9in)I 
n=l n=I 
N; 
=I L O';n(x 8 , T(i;n)9in - 9in) I 
n=l 
N; 
=I LCl'in(T*(t;n)x8 - x 8 ,9in)I 
n=l 
N; 
S J{ L Cl'inllT*(t;n)x8 - x8 11 -+ 0 as i -+ oo, 
n=l 
since on the one hand maxn=l...N; t;n < ~and on the other hand llT*(t)x0 -x8 11-+ 0 
as t l 0. This shows that z; - y; converges to 0 in the a(X, X 8 )-topology. But y;--+ y 
strongly, hence z;-+ yin the a(X,X0)-topology. Since z; E G for all i it follows that 
y E G'"'(X,X 0 l 1111 
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The weak closure of a convex set is just the norm closure; the above theorem can 
be regarded as an analogue for the u(X, X0)-closure of bounded convex sets. 
Weakly convergent sequences admit norm convergent convex combinations. For 
C1(X, x0)-convergent sequences we get the following analogue: if Xn --+ x in the 
C1(X,X0)-topology, then for every 8 > 0 and e > 0 there are numbers tn E [0,6] 
and ll'n ~ 0 with En ll'n == 1 such that 
00 
IJx - I: O'nT(tn)xnll <E. 
n=l 
Indeed, take G to be the closed convex hull of (xn)· Regarding Gas a subset of x0•, 
by the uniform boundedness theorem G is bounded in x0•. Since the canonical map 
j : X --+ x0• is an isomophism into, we see that G is bounded in X and Theorem 
1.5 applies. The following example, which improves [6; Cor. 1.9], shows what this 
means for the translation group T(t)f(x) == f(x + t) on C0(1R), the Banach space of 
continuous functions on 1R vanishing at infinity, equipped with the sup-norm. 
Corollary 1.6. Let Un) be a bounded sequence in Co(lR) which converges a.e. 
(with respect to the Lebesgue measure) to some f E C0 (1R). Then for evezy 6 > 0 
and E > 0 there are numbers tn E [O, 6] and O'n 2". 0 with En ll'n == 1 such that 
n 
Proof: We have C0(JR)0 == L1(1R), see e.g. [2,4]. Since by assumption Un) 
is bounded, the dominated convergence theorem shows that fn --+ f pointwise a.e. 
implies that fn--+ fin the u(C0 (1R),C0 (JR)0)-topology. Now the conclusion follows 
from the preceding remarks. / / / / 
The final result of this section, which is of a somewhat different nature, describes 
under what conditions the closed unit ball Bx is u(X, X0)-closed. 
Theorem 1.7. Bx is u(X,X0)-closed if and only if the canonical embedding 
j : x -+ x0· is isometric. 
Proof: Define on X the norm II · 11' by 
llxll' == sup J(x8 ,x)J. 
llx011=I 
In other words, X is normed by X0. This norm is easily shown to be an equivalent 
norm on X, see [4]. Clearly j is isometric if and only if II· JI' = II· II· Therefore to prove 
the theorem it suffices to show that the equality Bx "(X,X0 ) = Bx,11·11' holds. For the 
proof of this, first we note that it is an immediate consequence of the definitions that 
-11(XX0) 
Bx,ll·ll' is a(X,X8 )-closed. Therefore we have to show that Bx,11·11' C Bx ' 
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S d -B o-(X,X0) "11 h . -o-(X,X0) . ( X0) uppose y y;; x ; we w1 s ow y rt Bx,11·11'· Smee Bx 1s a a X, -
closed convex set, by the Hahn-Banach separation theorem there is a norm-1 vector 
x~ E X 8 which separates y and Bx, that is, there is an € > 0 such that 
Vx E Bx. 
Note that we made use of the fact that X is locally convex in its cr(X, X0)-topology. 
Since llx~ll = 1 and X 8 is normed by Bx, for every scalar a with lal < 1 there is an 
Xa E Bx such that 
In particular, 
l(x~,y) -al= l(x~,y - Xcr)I > € 
for all lal < 1. It follows that llYll' 2 l(x~, y)I 2 1 + €. I/ I/ 
Inspection of the above proof shows that the same argument goes through for any 
subspace Y C X* which induces an equivalent norm in X. 
The following is an example of a strongly continuous semigroup on c0 for which 
Bc0 is not closed in the er( c0 , c~ )-topology, although c~ has codimension one in c~ = l 1 • 
Example 1.8. Let en be the nth unit vector of co; put Xn = I:;=I ef.:. It can be 
shown [5] that {xn};;"= 1 is a Schauder basis for c0 . Define a semigroup T(t) on co by 
T(t)xn = e-(n-l)tXn· 
By [7] this is a C0-semigroup satisfying llT(t)ll :::; 2 for all t?: 0. We claim that 
2x1 = (2,0,0,0,. ... ) En LJ T(s)Bco· 
t>O 0:5s:5t 
In view of Theorem 1.5 this implies that 2.T1 E Bea u(co,c~}_ Indeed, put Yk = 2x1 -xk. 
Then Yk E Bco· Fix any t > 0. Then we have 
lim T(t)yk = lim (2x1 - e-(k-l)txk) = 2x1. 
k-oo k-oo 
We will now show that c~ has codimension one in Z1 • It is easily checked that 
the coordinate functionals of the basis { x n} ;;"= 1 of the above example are given by 
x~ = e~ - e~+ 1 , where e~ is the nth unit vector of Z1• Clearly the closed linear span of 
{ x~} ;;"= 1 U { ej} is 11 . Since by [7] we have that c~ is the closed linear span of { x~} ~=l, 
it follows that c~ has at most codimension one in Z1 • But for each n, 
llT*(t)e; - e;ll 2 l(e;, T(t)xn - Xn)I = 1- e-(n-l)t, 
so llT*(t)ei-ei II 2 1 for all t > 0. Consequently ej rt c~ and hence c~ has codimension 
one in Z1 . 
In [7] it is shown that c~ = 11 for every C0 -semigroup on c0 satisfying llT(t)ll :::; 
(2-€)e"'t for some€> 0 and real constant w. The semigroup from the present example 
satisfies limsupt!O llT(t)ll = 2. 
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2. Equicontinuous sets 
In this section we define a class of sets which satisfy the condition of 'pointwise in-
finitesimal invariance' from Theorem 1.2. The following definition defines a kind of 
'uniform infinitesimal invariance'. 
Definition 2.1. Let G be a subset of X. We will say that G is equicontinuous 
with respect to a (semi)group T(t) if the collection of maps t r--> T(t)g, where granges 
over G, is equicontinuous. G will be called weakly equicontinuous if for each x* E X* 
the collection of maps t f-t (x*, T(t)g) is equicontinuous. 
If G is (weakly) equicontinuous, so are G, coG and hence also Gweak. Equicontin-
uous sets are weakly equicontinuous, but the converse need not be true. For example 
consider C0 (1R.) and define the translation group T(t) as in Corollary 1.6. Let f n be 
the piecewise linear function defined by 
{ o, fn(x) = 1, 
0, 
x :S:n- -!;; 
x =n; 
x;:::: n + *' 
and which is linear on the intervals [n - *' n] and [n, n + *]- The sequence Un) is 
equicontinuous in the classical sense but clearly not equicontinuous with respect to 
T(t). We claim that Un) is weakly equicontinuous with respect to T(t) however. This 
follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Let T(t) be the translation group on C0 (1R.). A bounded sequence 
(! n) is weakly equicontinuous with resect to T( t) if and only if(! n) is equicontinuous 
(in the classical sense). 
Proof: If Un) is weakly equicontinuous, then for each x the maps 
t f-t (8x, T(t)fn) = T(t)fn(x) = fn(X + t) 
are equicontinuous. Hence Un) is equicontinuous in the classical sense. Conversely, 
suppose Un) is equicontinuous in the classical sense. It clearly suffices to prove weak 
equicontinuity at t = 0. Fix € > 0 arbitrarily and let K be such that llfnll :S: K for 
all n. Letµ E (C0 (1R))* be arbitrary. By the Riesz Representation Theorem,µ is a 
regular Borel measure on IR.. In particular, there is an r > 0 such that 
l1il(IR.\[-r, r]) < €. 
By the equicontinuity of (Jn), for each x E [-r,r] there is a 8(x) > 0 such that 
Ix - YI< 8(x) implies lfn(x) - fn(Y)I <€for all n. The open sets B(x; 8(x)) form an 
open covering of the compact interval [-r, r]. Let B1 , ••• , BN be some finite subcovering 
and let >.be its Lebesgue number. By definition this means that for each x E [-r, r] 
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there is an i E 1, ... ,N such that B(x;>.) CB;. Note that if y1 ,y2 E B(x,>.) then 
lfn(Y1) - fn(Y2)I < 2E for all n. For Iii<>. we find 
I{µ, T(t)fn - fn)I =I I: (!n(X + t) - fn(x)) dµI 
::; (100 +I:) lfn(x + t) - f,,(x)I dµ + J_rr lfn(x + t) - fn(x)I dµ 
::; E · 2K + 2E · lµl([-r, r]) :'.S 2E · (K + llµll). 
Ill/ 
It is an easy consequence of Definition 2.1 that for an equicontinuous set G we 
have G = nt>O Uo<s<t G •. That this formula also holds with respect to the weak 
topology is the content -of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. 
. . . -weak weak 
IfG lS weakly eqmcontmuous, then G = nt>O Uo:::;s:St Gs . 
. -weak weak 
Proof: Fix any x Ff. G . We must show: x Ff. Uo<s<to G. for some to > 0. 
There are norm-1 fundionals xi, .. ., x~ E X* and t: > 0-such that the weakly open set 
V = V(x~,. .. ,x~;c;x) = {y EX: l(xi,x -y)I < E, i = l, ... ,n} 
which contains x is disjoint from G. By the weak equicontinuity of G we may choose 
to > 0 such that for every 0::; s::; t 0 , every g E G and i = 1, ... , n we have 
l(xi, T(s)g - g)I < ~-
In particular we get for every 0 ::; s:::; t0 , g E G and i = 1, .. ., n 
l(xi,~ f'T(r)gdr-g)l<~-
s } 0 2 
Now the proof may be finished by estimates similar to those in the proof of Theorem 
1.3. /Ill 
Corollary 2.4. The weak- and the a(X, )(0)-closure of weakly equicontinuous sets 
are equal. In particular weakly closed weakly equicontinuous sets are a(X, X 8 )-closed. 
Just combine Theorems 1.2 and 2.3. Since subsets of weakly equicontinuous sets 
are weakly equicontinuous, we obtain: 
Corollary 2.5. The relative weak- and a(X, X 8 )-topology coincide on weakly 
equicontinuous sets. 
Proof: Let G be weakly equicontinuous and suppose that H C G is relatively 
weakly closed. Let fI be the weak closure of H in X then fI n G = H. Moreover, fI 




Corollary 2.6. A weakly equicontinuous sequence in X is weakly convergent if and 
only if it is a(X, x0)-convergent. 
Proof: Suppose (xn) is u(X,X0)-convergent to x. Put G = {xn};:'=l U {x}. Then 
G is weakly equicontinuous as well. Let V be a weakly open neighbourhood of x in 
X. Then V n G is relatively weakly open in G, hence relatively a(X,X8 )-open in G 
by Corollary 2.5. It follows that all but finitely many Xn lie in V n G C V, which was 
to be shown. / / / / 
In particular weakly equicontinuous o-(X, X0)-convergent sequences admit norm 
convergent convex combinations. 
Example 2.7. Let T(t) be the translation group on C0 (IR). Let Un) be a bounded 
equicontinuous sequence in C0 (1R) converging pointwise almost everywhere to some 
f E Co(lR). Then as in Corollary 1.6, fn-+ fin the o-(Co(IR), Co(IR)8 )-topology. By 
Proposition 2.2 Un) is weakly equicontinuous with respect to T(t), and Corollary 2.6 
now shows that f n -+ f weakly, in particular f n -+ J pointwise. 
Of course the conclusion we drew in this example is easily proved by an f-
argument, but it is a nice illustration of what is happening in Corollary 2.6. 
After Theorem 0.1 we noted that the relative weak- and a(X, X 8 )-topologies 
coincide on R(>-., A)Bx in case this set is weakly compact. The following proposition 
shows that the compactness assumption can be omitted and that the conclusion holds 
for every set of the form R(>..,A)H with H bounded. 
Proposition 2.8. If H is bounded then R( >.,A )H is equicontinuous. 
Just note that T(t)R()..,A)h-R()..,A)h = J;T(T)AR(>-.,A)h dr and use that 
AR(>-.,A) is bounded. 
It follows that Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 hold for such sets. This 'explains' the 
equivalence (2){:}(3) of Theorem 0.1. 
As an illustration of this proposition let us derive an Eberlein-Shrnulyan type 
theorem for the a(X,X8 )-topology from the standard Ebcrlein-Shmulyan Theorem. 
Corollary 2.9. A set is a(X, X0)-compact if and only if it is a(X, X0)-sequentially 
compact. 
Proof: Suppose G is a(X,X0)-compact and let (xn) be a sequence in G. Since 
R(>.,A) is continuous in the a(X,X0)-topology, also R(>.,A)G is a(X,X0)-compact. 
By Corollary 2.5 R(>-., A)G is weakly compact. Hence by the Eberlein-Shmulyan The-
orem there is a subsequence (xn;) and an x E G such that R(>.,A)xn;-+ R(>-.,A)x 
weakly. So for every x* EX* we have 
(R(>.,A*)x*,xn.) = (x*,R(>-.,A)xn.)-+ (x*,R()..,A)x) = (R(>-.,A*)x*,x). 
Since R()..,A*)X* = D(A*) is norm-dense in x0 it follows that Xn; -+ x in the 
o-( x' x0 )-topology. 
Conversely, assume that G is a(X,X0)-sequentially compact. Let j : X-+ X 8 * 
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be the canonical embedding. Then jG is weak*-sequentially compact. Since jG is 
bounded (by the uniform boundedness theorem) it follows that the weak*-closure 
of jG up in x0• is weak*-compact. Therefore it suffices to show that we have 
-.--Gweak" "G L 0• b l f -::-;;weak* d eh G J = J . et x • e any e ement o Ju an oose a net x"' C 
such that jx"' is weak* convergent to :z:0•. Consider the net R(>..,A)x"'. Since the 
cr(X,X0)-sequential compactness of G and the cr(X,X0)-continuity of R(>.,A) im-
ply that also R(>.., A)G is cr(X, X0)-sequentially compact, it follows from Corollary 2.6 
that R(>.., A)G is weakly sequentially compact, hence weakly compact by the Eberlein-
Shmulyan Theorem. Hence the net R(>..,A)x .. has a weakly convergent subnet, say 
with limit R(>.., A)x. This forces that jx = x0• and the corollary is proved. //// 
There are general results supplying sufficient conditions on a locally convex space 
for the Eberlein-Shmulyan Theorem to hold. These concern the so-called Mackey 
topology, see e.g. [9]. Although Corollary 2.9 might possibly be deduced from such 
results, the above proof seems to be by far the simplest approach. 
Implicit in the proof of Corollary 2.9 is the following: 
Corollary 2.10. A bounded set G is cr(X,X0)-compact if and only if R(>..,A)G is 
u(X, X0)-compact. 
Corollary 2.10 fails for the weak topology. To see this, let X = l1 and define a 
contraction semigroup T(t) on X by T(t)Yn = e-ntYn, where Yn is the nth unit vector 
of /1• We have (l1 )0 = Co and 11 = ( 11 )0*, as is easily seen. In particular we have 
R(>.., A)= R( >.., A0*) = ( R(>.., A0))•, so R(>.., A) is an adjoint operator and therefore it 
is continuous in the weak*-topology of 11• It follows that R(>.., A)B11 is weak*-compact, 
since B11 is. But this means that R(>..,A)B1, is cr(l1,(l1 )0)-compact, since Co= (11)0. 
By Corollary 2.5 it follows that R(>., A)B11 is weakly compact. Clearly B11 is not 
weakly compact, since 11 is not reflexive. 
Corollary 2.10 is related to the fact that R( >.., A) is weakly compact if and only if 
R(>..,A)2 is weakly compact [8]. More generally we see from Corollaries 2.5 and 2.10: 
Corollary 2.11. Suppose G is a bounded, weakly equicontinuous set. Then 
R( >..,A )G is weakly compact if and only if G is weakly compact. 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.9. 
Theorem 2.12. If llTn - Tll --+ 0 in the uniform operator topology and each Tn is 
cr(X,X0)-compact, then also T is cr(X,X0)-compact. 
Proof: Let (xk) be a bounded sequence, say llx1:ll ~ 1 for all k. By Corollary 2.9 we 
must show that there is a subsequence (xk;) and a y E X such that (x0 , Tx1:; -y) -+ 0 
for all x0 E x0. Since each Tn is u(X,X0)-compact, by Corollary 2.9 a simple 
diagonal argument produces a subsequence ( x k;) such that for each n there is a Yn E X 
such that for all x0 E X0, 




We claim that the sequence (Yn) is norm-Cauchy. Indeed, since for all i and x 8 E X 8 
we have 
it follows that for all x0 E )[0, 
But II Tn - Tm II -+ 0 as n, m -+ 00. Since x0 induces an equivalent norm the claim 
follows. Let y be the norm-limit of (yn) and fix some x8 E x0. Then for all n and i 
we have 
Let I'> 0 be arbitrary. Then we may no choose large enough such that for all i, 
Hence 
lim l(x 8 ,Txk; - y}j::; 2c 
1-00 
and the theorem is proved. /Ill 
In case each T,7 kaves X 8 invariant the proof of the above result becomes much 
easier: in fact, if s is a bounded operator whose adjoint leaves x0 invariant, then 
Sis o-(X, X0)-compact if and only if 50* maps X0* into X. Here 50 denotes the 
restriction of S* to _y0. From this Theorem 2.12 immediately follows. 
The proof of Theorem 2.12 goes through for any subspace Y C X* that induces 
an equivalent norm in X and for which the Eberlein-Shmulyan theorem holds in the 
O'(X, Y}topology. 
We dose with another consequence of the preceding results which is in a sense 
the 'Laplace transform' of Theorem 0.1. It states that X is 0-reflexive if and only if 
the so-called integrated semigroup [1] is weakly compact. 
Corollary 2.13. Define S(t)x = J; T(r)x dr (t > O).The following are equivalent: 
(1) X is 0-reflexive with respect to T(t); 
(2) S(t) is o-(X, X0)-compact; 
(3) S(t) is weakly compact. 
Proof: (1) =} (3): If X is 8-reflexive with respect to T(t) then R(>.., .4)Bx is a 
weakly compact set and the formula 
11t )., 1' 1 
- T(r)x dr = R(>..,A)[- T(r)x dr - -(T(t)x - x)] 
t 0 t 0 t 
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shows that S(t)Bx is contained in some multiple of it. Since S(t)Bx is convex and 
closed it is weakly closed and therefore weakly compact. 
(2) <=> (3): It follows from the above observation that S(t)Bx is equicontinuous. 
(3) => (1): For fixed>.> 0 sufficiently large define the operators Rn by 
n' . 
""" ->.i. i 1 Rn= ~e nT(-)S(-). 
i=O n n 
Then Rn is weakly compact. Since we have 
it follows that Rn --+ R(>., A) in the uniform operator topology. Since the weakly 
compact operators form a closed ideal in the space of bounded linear operators, R( >.,A) 
is weakly compact. / / / / 
3. The Favard class of a C0-semigroup 
Let T(t) be a C0 -semigroup on a Banach space X and let A be its infinitesimal 
generator. The Favard class Fav(T(t)) of A is the set of elements x E X such that 
the orbit t f-+ T( t )x is locally Lipschitz continuous: 
The estimate 
. 1 Fav(T(t)) = {x EX: hmsup-llT(t)x -xii< oo}. 
t!O t 
llT(t)x - xii = 1111 T(t)Ax dtll ~ t · sup llT(T)ll · llAxll, (x E D(A)) 
O O~r~t 
shows that D(A) C Fav(T(t)). 
It is well-known that Fav(T(t)) = D(A0*) n X, see [2]. In particular, if X is 
reflexive we have Fav(T(t)) = D(A). In this section we will give a characterisation of 
those semigroups for which Fav(T(t)) = D(A) holds. 
Recall that II· II' denotes the equivalent norm on x induced by x 0 , see the proof 
of Theorem 1.7. If T(t) is a contraction semigroup, then II· II' = II· II· For the easy 
proof of this we refer to [4]. We need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1. We have the following inclusions: 
R(>.,A)Bx,n·ll' C R(>.,A0*)Bx0•nX c LJ n·R(>.,A)Bx,ll·ll'· 
nEJN 
Proof: By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, Bx0• is weak*-compact. Therefore 
R(>.,A0*)Bx0• is also weak*-compact, so in particular norm-closed. The first in-
clusion now follows easily from the fact that the canonical embedding j : x -+ x0· is 
an isometry from (X, II· Ii') into x0• and using the fact that R(>.,A)x = R(>., A0*)jx 
for all x E X. The second inclusion follows from the equality 
11t >.1t 1 
- T(r)xdr=R(>.,A)[- T(r)xdr--(T(t)x-x)]. 
t 0 t 0 t 
Indeed, we have R(.>.,A0*)Bx0· n X c D(A0*) n X = Fav(T(t)). Therefore if 
x ER(>., A0*)Bx0• nX, then the righthand side f J: T(r)x dr-t(T(t)x-x) remains 
bounded as t l 0 whereas the lefthand side converges to x. /I I/ 
Theorem 3.2. Fav(T(t)) = D(A) if and only if R(>., A)Bx,11·11' is norm-closed. 
Proof: Suppose Fav(T(t)) = D(A). Let y E R(>.,A)BX,ll·ll'• say y = R(>.,A0*)x0• 
for some x0• E Bx0•, using Lemma 3.1. Since Fav(T(t)) = D(A0*) n X, y E 
Fav(T(t)) and hence by assumption there is an x E X such that y = R(>.,A)x. 
But R(>.,A)x = R(>.,A0*)jx and since R(>.,A0*) is injective, we have jx = x8 *. 
But j is an isometry from Bx,11·11' into Bx0 • which forces x E Bx,n·ll'· Hence y E 
R(>.,A)Bx,11·11' as was to be shown. 
Conversely, if R(>.,A)BX,11·11' is closed, then by Lemma 3.1 we have 
R(>.,A0 *)Bx0• n X C LJ n · R(>.,A)Bx,11·11' = D(A). 
nEIN 
Since Fav(T(t)) = D(A0*)nX it follows that Fav(T(t)) C D(A), as was to be shown. 
Ill/ 
H T(t) is a C0 -semigroup on a reflexive space X, then we have x0 = X*, so 
Bx,11-11' =Bx and this set is weakly compact. Hence R(>.,A)Bx is weakly compact 
as well; in particular R(>., A)Bx is closed. From Theorem 3.2 it now follows that 
Fav(T(t)) = D(A). 
Reflexivity is not needed in order to have Fav(T(t)) = D(A). In fact, this equality 
is trivially true for any uniformly continuous semigroup. A more interesting example 
is the semigroup T(t) on l1 constructed after Corollary 2.10. There it was shown that 
R(>.,A)B11 is weakly compact. This in particular implies that this set is norm-closed. 
On the other hand, since T(t) is a contraction semigroup we have B11 = B11,ll·ll" Hence 
Fav(T(t)) = D(A) by Theorem 3.2. 
Our next result describes the 0-reflexive case. 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose X is 8-reflexive with respect to T(t). The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) Fav(T(t)) = D(A); 
(b) j maps X onto X0*; 
(c) R(.X,A)Bx,11·11' is weakly compact; 
(d) R(.X,A)BX,ll·ll' is u(.X,.X0)-compact; 
(e) Bx,11·11' is u(.X,.X0)-compact. 
Proof: (a)<=>(c): Since 11 ·II' is an equivalent norm, this follows from Theorems 
0.1and3.2. 
(c)=:}(b): By assumption X is 8-reflexive and R(.X,A)BX,11·11' is closed. Hence 
from Theorem 3.2 and from the inclusions D(A0*) c x00 = X we have D(A0*) = 
D(A0*)nX = Fav(T(t)) = D(A) = D(A00). Since A00 is the part of A0* in x00, 
it follows that )(00 = .X0*. Since X is 8-reflexive with respect to T(t), this is the 
desired result. 
(b)=:}(e): Bx0• is weak*-compact. By assumption we may identify Bx,11·11' with 
Bx0• and (e) follows. 
( e )<=>( d)-<=>( c ): Combine Corollaries 2.10, 2.5 and Proposition 2.8. I I I/ 
-u(XX0) 
Remark 3.4. In the proof of Theorem 1.7 we saw that Bx ' = Bx,IHI'· 
Therefore (a)-(e) remain equivalent if in (c), (d) and (e) one replaces Bx,11·11' by Bx, 
provided 'compact' is replaced by 'relatively compact'. 
If T(t) is a semigroup on a space X such that one of the equivalent conditions of 
Theorem 3.3 holds, then by (b) X must be isomorphic to a dual space. One can prove 
more, viz. that X must have the so-called Radon-Nikodym property (RNP), see [3] 
for the definition. This is an easy consequence of the facts that separable dual Banach 
spaces have the RNP and that a Banach space has the RNP if and only each of its 
separable closed subspaces has this property (3]. Indeed, suppose we have X = X 8 * 
and let Y be a separable closed subspace of X. We must show that Y has the RNP. 
By considering the closed linear span of the set 
{T(t)y: t 2: O,y E Y} 
we may assume that Y is T(t)-invariant. Then the restrictions Ty(t) of T(t) to Y 
define a C0 -semigroup on Y, say with generator Ay. Now by Theorem 3.3 we have 
Fav(T(t)) = D(A) and X = x00. It is easily seen that these properties are inherited 
by Y, that is, Fav(Ty(t)) = D(Ay) and Y = y00 (for the latter use Theorem 0.1). 
Therefore by Theorem 3.3 we get Y = y0*, so the separable space Y is isomorphic 
to a dual space and consequently has the RNP. 
Many common non-reflexive spaces, such as L1[0, l] and C[O, 1], fail to have the 
RNP. Thus, if such a space is 8-refexive with respect to some Co-semigroup, then one 
can a priori conclude that its Favard class is strictly larger than D(A). 
Until now we were concerned with one single scmigroup. Our final result considers 
all possible semigroups on a given space. It gives a partial converse to the fact that 
Fav(T(t)) = D(A) on reflexive spaces. For the terminology on bases we refer to [5]. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let X have a Schauder basis {xn}~1 . Then X is reflexive if and 
only if for every C0 -semigroup on X we have Fav(T(t)) = D(A). 
Proof: Suppose X is nonreflexive. By Zippin's theorem [10] there is a non-boundcdly 
complete basis {Yn};:o=l for X. Define T(t)Yn = e-ntYn· By [7] these operators extend 
to a C0-semigroup on X. We claim that the Favard class of this semigroup is strictly 
larger than D(A). Let {y~};:o=l be the coordinate functionals of {Yn}~1 ; they form a 
non-shrinking basis for their dosed linear span [y~]. Let {y~*};:o=l be the coordinate 
functionals of this basis. By [7] we have x0 = [y~J and X = x0° = [y~ *], so X 
is @-reflexive with respect to T(t). But since {y~};:o=l is non-shrinking, [y~*] = X is 
strictly smaller than [y~]* = x 0•. Now apply Theorem 3.3. //// 
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